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Traditional course-based undergraduate research 
experiences (CUREs) are common approaches to expose 
students to authentic laboratory practices.  Traditional 
CUREs typically take up most of or an entire semester, 
require a laboratory section or may be a standalone lab 
course, and require significant financial and time 
commitments by the institution and instructors.  As such, 
CUREs are harder to implement at institutions with fewer 
resources.  Here, we developed a mini-CURE, which are 
typically shorter in duration, called the COVID-19 and Taste 
Lab (CT-LAB).  The CT-LAB requires significantly fewer 
resources ($0.05/student) and time commitment (two class 
periods) than traditional CUREs.  CT-LAB centers around 
the biological relationship between COVID-19 susceptibility 
and taste status (non-taster, taster, and supertaster) as well 
as potential implications for public policy behavior.  Students 
participated in a class-wide study where they examined if 
taste status was related to COVID-19 susceptibility.  They 

found that non-tasters had a higher likelihood of testing 
positive previously for COVID-19 compared to tasters and 
supertasters.  To assess student outcomes of this CURE, 
students completed a pre- and post-test assessment 
including a content test, STEM identity survey, taste test, 
COVID-19 history test, and a modified CURE survey. 
Content test scores improved while STEM identity and 
attitudes about science were unchanged.  A direct 
comparison to a repository of traditional CUREs shows that 
the CT-LAB produced comparable benefits to traditional 
CUREs primarily in skills that were particularly relevant for 
the CT-LAB.  This work suggests that mini-CUREs, even as 
brief as two class periods, could be a way to improve student 
outcomes. 

     Key words: CURE, COVID-19, T2R38, pandemic, 
supertasters

Traditional course-based undergraduate research 
experiences (CUREs) are  pedagogical approaches that 
provides students an opportunity to participate in research 
experiences within a formal laboratory course.  Key 
characteristics of CUREs include projects that (1) 
encompass elements of discovery where the outcomes are 
unknown to both student and instructor and (2) are done with 
the intent to contribute to an actual scientific study or would 
be beneficial to some other external stakeholders, 
sometimes referred to as “broader impact” (Auchincloss et 
al., 2014; Spell et al., 2014).  CUREs offer great benefits to 
student learning outcomes, including mastery of content, 
greater ownership of student work, greater STEM identity, 
and increased STEM retention (Bangera and Brownell, 
2014).  
     Despite the substantial promise traditional CUREs offer 
from a pedagogical standpoint, they all must navigate 
multiple constraints that make their implementation difficult. 
First, there is significant time commitment required to run a 
CURE.  The length of the traditional CURE is the majority or 
entirety of the term (Linn et al., 2015), which can make it 
difficult to incorporate unrelated class modules, separate 
class projects, or other educational activities that are not 
directly tied to the goals of the CURE.  Second, CUREs are 
costly to the institution.  While, CUREs are often promoted 
as cheaper alternatives than independent student research 
experiences, CUREs can cost over $170/student (Rowland 

et al., 2012; Harvey et al., 2014), and typically require either 
standalone laboratories or lecture-associated laboratories. 
Thus, CUREs require considerable funding and staffing, 
which is more likely to occur at universities or colleges with 
more resources.  This reality creates an inequity gap in 
which students who cannot afford to attend better funded 
schools, who are more likely to be students of color, are less 
likely to reap the benefits of engaging in CUREs (AAAC, 
2021).  Taken together, approaches that produce the 
benefits of traditional CUREs without the heavy time 
commitment and substantial resource requirements are 
urgently needed.  A third constraint of traditional CUREs is 
that given the large number of students that are usually 
enrolled, it is typically not feasible to provide bulk quantities 
of specialized personal protective equipment (PPE).  As 
such, CUREs usually select a research question that does 
not require a high degree of safety controls (e.g., biosafety 
level 2 [BSL-2] pathogens, biosafety level 3 [BSL-3] 
pathogens).  As such, students that participate in CUREs 
may be less likely to engage in research that addresses 
BSL-2 and BSL-3 pathogens, which are major threats to 
public health. 
     Recently, a mini-CURE — a CURE that is much shorter 
in duration— aimed at introductory neuroscience courses, 
the Spine Lab, generated comparable benefits to traditional 
CUREs (Wickham et al., 2021). This CURE could be done 
over a 2- to 3-week period (5 class periods) and is effectively 
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free to run.  To date, there are very few neuroscience-
themed mini-CUREs, especially those that are readily 
accessible for instructors.  Here, we designed a mini-CURE, 
the COVID-19 and Taste Lab (CT-LAB), which was 
designed for an intermediate-level Sensation and 
Perception course that was even shorter in duration (2 class 
periods) than the Spine Lab.  
     The CT-LAB is inexpensive, straightforward to run, and 
contains interdisciplinary content from immunology that fits 
well within a module or lesson on taste sensation—a 
common topic in sensation and perception courses—and 
provides students opportunities to evaluate existing and 
class-generated psychophysical data.  To evaluate the utility 
of the CT-LAB, we assessed student learning using a 
content test, as well as by testing gains in student STEM 
identity, attitudes about science, and various classroom and 
research skills using previously developed instruments 
(Lopatto and Jaworski, 2018; McDonald et al., 2019a). 
Using these instruments, we can directly compare which 
gains can be expected to be made in the CT-LAB relative to 
traditional, semester-long CUREs.  
     In addition to work presented here, studies previously 
published in this journal have also used taste as a modality 
for neuroscience demonstration and exploration in 
undergraduate courses.  For example, activities have been 
designed for students to explore how the Indian herb 
Gymnema sylvestre disrupts sucrose detection (Schroeder 
and Flannery-Schroeder, 2005; Aleman et al., 2016).  In one 
set of activities, students studied how assay design, 
blinding, and exposure to Gymnema sylvestre impacts 
sweet and salty tastes (Aleman et al. 2016).  In another, 
students compared qualitative taste experiences of various 
foods before and after exposure to Gymnema sylvestre 
(Schroeder and Flannery-Schroeder, 2005). In addition to 
using Gymnema sylvestre to investigate sensation and 
perception of taste, Miracle Fruit berries have been explored 
(Lipatova and Campolattaro, 2016).  In all these prior taste 
studies, students served as test subjects and qualitative 
perception instruments were used to measure taste.  The 
current study differs from previous work in that it integrates 
elements of authentic research into the classroom. 
Specifically, students were asked to compare their data to 
previously published literature linking COVID-19 and taste 
perceptions. 
 
Research Question 
The COVID-19 pandemic, caused by the severe acute 
respiratory coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2), is one of the rare 
events that has impacted nearly everyone on the planet.  
Understanding its pathology and its communicability has 
been a major mission for many immunologists, 
microbiologists, epidemiologists, and the medical 
community.  One of the more perplexing features of SARS-
CoV-2 infections is the considerable variability in symptom 
severity and clinical outcomes within the general population 
(Yek et al., 2022). To date, there have been over 1 million 
deaths in the U.S. alone (Dong et al., 2020) and yet 
according to the National Health and Nutrition Examination 
Survey (NHANES), asymptomatic infections could be as 
high as 43.7% of SARS-CoV-2 infected individuals 
(Akinbami et al., 2022).  In between these two extremes, 

SARS-CoV-2 has been responsible for causing a wide 
range of respiratory, gastrointestinal, and neurological 
symptoms, many of which can persist in the form of “long 
COVID” (Davis et al., 2021).  Substantial research has 
investigated factors that impact the broad range of host 
responses to SARS-CoV-2 infection and found that 
numerous variables including age, weight, the presence of 
chronic disease increase a person’s risk of severe illness 
from COVID-19 (Akinbami et al., 2022).  One additional 
factor that has received significant attention is the 
extraordinary person-to-person diversity that exists across 
our immune systems (Liston et al., 2021).  Indeed, a growing 
number of reports have documented how differences in 
human immune receptor expression is linked to the 
development of severe COVID-19 or protection from SARS-
CoV-2 infection (Pennington et al., 2020; Severe Covid et 
al., 2020; Pairo-Castineira et al., 2021) 
     One receptor that has been reported to enhance 
protection against SARS-CoV-2 is T2R38, often referred to 
as the “bitter” taste receptor, when discussed in 
neuroscience and sensation/perception courses.  T2R38 
receptor (taste receptor family 2 isoform 38 protein, 
sometimes referred to as TAS2R38) is expressed not only 
on the tongue, but throughout the mouth, sinuses, throat, 
and lungs (Freund and Lee, 2018). This receptor moonlights 
as a “bitter” tasting detector as well as a first line of defense 
against pathogens, especially for upper respiratory 
infections (Lee and Cohen, 2015; Freund and Lee, 2018).  
This same receptor is also important for detection of bitter 
compounds such as phenylthiocarbamide (PTC) and 6-N-
propylthiouracil (PROP), which varies substantially within 
the general population.  Indeed, a subset of people cannot 
taste these chemicals at all (non-tasters) while some can 
have incredibly strong bitter taste reactions (supertasters) 
relative to those who can simply just detect its bitterness 
(tasters) (Bartoshuk et al., 1994).  
     The T2R38 gene can have a variety of polymorphisms 
that predict the ability to taste PTC and PROP.  There are 
two major haplotypes: PAV and AVI.  Individuals carrying a 
least one copy of the dominant PAV will be a taster or 
supertaster, while those homozygote for AVI will be a non-
taster (Kim et al., 2003; Bufe et al., 2005; Cont et al., 2019).  
Physiologically, supertasters tend to have more fungiform 
papillae relative to tasters and non-tasters.  Interestingly, 
supertasters are also less likely to smoke cigarettes (Keller 
et al., 2013).  The smoking experience early in use is highly 
influenced by chemosensory stimuli (e.g., flavors, bitter 
tastes, unpleasant/pleasant odors) and it is suspected that 
supertasters are hypersensitive to the bitter components in 
both combustible and electronic cigarettes (Bartoshuk et al., 
1994; Keller et al., 2013; Wickham, 2015; Risso et al., 2016; 
Mead et al., 2019; Wickham, 2020; Hayes and Baker, 2022; 
Johnson et al., 2022; Wickham et al., 2022).  
     A recent study showed that both supertasters and tasters 
were better protected from COVID-19 infection with lower 
likelihood of testing positive for COVID-19, displayed lower 
hospitalization rates, and had shorter symptom duration 
(Barham et al., 2021), which may explain a portion of the 
variability in COVID-19 susceptibility in the general 
population.  This study was conducted among healthcare 
workers and patients in hospital settings where 
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comorbidities such as advanced age, cancer, or lung 
disease likely play a role in COVID-19 susceptibility and 
severity.  Therefore, we wanted to explore whether this 
finding could be extended to other settings, such as a 
college campus which typically exhibit younger and healthier 
populations.  
     Here, we describe how we implemented a mini-CURE, 
the CT-LAB, centering around studying the relationship 
between COVID-19 susceptibility and taster phenotype in 
college students in the context of an intermediate sensation 
and perception course.  In brief, students participated as 
subjects in an experiment investigating the link between 
COVID-19 and taste phenotype, evaluated the collected 
data, compared the data to prior work (Barham et al., 2021), 
and discussed the biological mechanisms underlying the 
relationship between taster phenotype and COVID-19 
susceptibility.  The CT-LAB meets the requirement of a 
CURE since (1) there is an element of discovery—does 
COVID-19 and taste phenotype correlate in younger, 
college-age populations? — and (2) is beneficial to external 
stakeholders (e.g., college campuses, researchers, medical 
community) and contributes to a scientific study (the present 
work).  We found that non-tasters were more likely to have 
tested positive for COVID-19 relative to tasters and 
supertasters, in line with prior work (Barham et al., 2021). 
The outcomes of the CT-LAB were generally positive.  
Students increased scores on content mastery and 
generally found that this was a good way to learn about the 
content and the research process while also increasing their 
interest in science.  While students did not have STEM 
identity changes or attitudinal changes about science, 
students scored comparable in several (but not all) research 
and classroom skill measurements relative to national 
benchmarks for traditional, semester long CUREs.  Our data 
as a whole suggest that mini-CUREs can generate some, 
but not all, of the benefits of traditional CUREs, in line with 
previous work on mini-CUREs (Wickham et al., 2021).  
 
Learning Objectives 
LO1: Explain the biological connection between taste and 
risk of COVID-19 (Questions (Q)1-5, see Supplementary 
Materials 1). 
 
LO2: Evaluate implications of the taste/COVID-19 
relationship on the current pandemic response (Q6-9, see 
Supplementary Materials 1). 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Institution and Course Structure 
Elizabethtown College is a 4-year primarily undergraduate 
institution that is 86.2% White, 4.8% Hispanic/Latino, 2.6% 
Asian, 2.2% Black/African-American, 1.5% multi-racial, 
0.1% Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, and 1.7% 
race/ethnicity unknown.  Approximately 63% of 
Elizabethtown College students identify as female and 37% 
identity as male.  Approximately 20% of students are Pell 
grant eligible, while 97% of all students that are eligible for 
some forms of financial aid were merit, need, or scholarship 
based.  Sensation and Perception is a 4-credit course that 
is required for the Neuroscience major, as an elective for the 

Psychology major, and commonly taken to contribute to the 
Psychology minor.  
     Classes met twice a week for 75 minutes and did not 
have a laboratory section associated with the class.  
Instructor contact hours were approximately 2 hours (two, 
75-minute classes plus 30 minutes for a recorded video 
presentation) whereas students were not expected to 
complete any work outside of class other than to watch a 30-
minute pre-recorded video prior to the start of the CURE.  
Topics prior to the CURE covered: neural coding, visual 
attention, cortical and perceptual organization, color, 
motion, language, hearing, touch, olfaction, taste, and 
flavor, covering both the neural and behavioral/perceptual 
basis for each topic.  This CURE occurred during the last 2 
classes of the semester.  
 
Participants 
This pedagogical study was reviewed and approved by the 
Elizabethtown College Institutional Review Board (IRB) and 
was qualified for IRB exemption.  Student data was collected 
over one semester of an intermediate level Sensation and 
Perception course during Spring 2022.  Masking was 
expected but not enforceable during class.  The pre-
requisites for the course were either Introduction to 
Psychology or Introduction to Neuroscience.  This class had 
32 students enrolled and was comprised of a mixture of 
majors in occupational therapy (39%), psychology (17%), 
neuroscience (13%), biology (13%), and other (18%, major 
not represented more than twice).  A plurality of students 
were second-year students (42%, first-years, 38%; third-
years, 16%, fourth-years, 4%).  100% of the students 
identified as White.  92% of the students self-identified their 
gender as woman and 8% as man.    
 
Materials 
PTC-saturated (18 µg/strip, Bartovation, Queens, NY) and 
control test strips were used to assess taster status. This 
concentration is similar to those used in prior studies 
assessing PTC taste sensation (Bartoshuk et al., 2004; 
Moberg et al., 2007; Barham et al., 2021).  A pack of 100 
PTC strips and 100 control strips can be purchased for about 
$11 in total, or about $0.05/student.  All questionnaires 
(Supplementary Material 1) were delivered and data 
collected by using Microsoft Forms.  
 
General Timeline 
The timeline for the CT-LAB occurred over a period of 2 
class sessions (Class 1 and 2 respectively).  
• Prior to Class 1, Students watched a 30-minute 

overview video jointly presented by the course 
instructor (RJW) and another professor at San José 
State University (WA) covering the topics of individual 
differences in taste (subtopics: 1-variation in ability to 
taste phenylthiocarbamide [PTC] between different 
taster alleles; 2-supertasters have more papillae on 
their tongue, 3-correlation between T2R38 alleles and 
PTC detection), COVID-19 (subtopics: 1-sites of entry; 
2-confounding factors for COVID-19 susceptibility; 3-
impact of smoking on COVID-19), T2R38 (subtopics: 1-
role in taste, 2-role in the immune response; 3-T2R38 
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alleles for tasters, non-tasters, and supertasters; 4-
tissue expression of T2R38), and previous work 
showing the relationship between taster phenotype and 
COVID-19 outcomes (Barham et al., 2021) (subtopics: 
1-description of the prospective cohort study, 2-
demonstration and interpretation of the Taste Strip 
Test, 3-Table 1 of main text summarizing key results 
and demographics of participants). 

• Then, in Class 1 students conducted the content 
assessment, STEM identity questionnaire (McDonald et 
al., 2019a), smoking and COVID-19 questionnaire, 
taste test, and selected elements from the general pre-
CURE survey questionnaire (Lopatto and Jaworski, 
2018). 

• In between Class 1 and Class 2, the experimenters 
collated the COVID-19 data together and presented the 
data in a similar format as in Table 1.  

• Finally, during Class 2, students discussed the COVID-
19 data using a guided handout (Supplementary 
Material 2), then subsequently took the content 
assessment again, the STEM identity questionnaire, 
and the post-CURE assessment.  The guided handout 
was broken into two parts.  Part 1 centered around 
students individually interpretating collated class data 
and comparing it to Barham et. al.’s (2021) data. Part 2 
centered around group work where students discussed 
the differences in the two populations studied (class 
versus hospital setting) as well as linking taste test 
scores to immune function and how this connection 
could be informative for predicting symptoms in folks 
who are infected with COVID-19.  

Assessments—Development and Analysis 
Before and after completion of the CT-LAB, students 
voluntarily completed an online survey in class using 
Microsoft Forms.  The survey was anonymous with scores 
matched using a unique self-generated code.  There were 
six major elements of these surveys.  Some elements were 
administered prior to the CURE activity (pre-CURE) while 
some were administered after the CURE activity (post-
CURE).  Some were administered during both 
(Supplementary Material 1).  
 
1. Content Test (Both Pre- and Post-CURE) 
First, students completed a content test to assess their 
proficiency in the learning objectives.  We intentionally 
wanted to make sure that the pre-test occurred after 
students had as much exposure to the content as possible 
(e.g., after watching the video prior to class) so that we can 
restrict any learning gains to completion of the CT-LAB itself 
as opposed to simply learning the material from just recently 
watching a lecture on the topic.  All three experimenters 
graded these answers blindly, and discussed each answer 
afterwards until consensus for scores were reached.  Since 
the data were normally distributed via a D’Agostino and 
Pearson test, we utilized a parametric paired t-test to 
compare pre- and post- CT-LAB content scores.  One 
question of the content test was omitted from analysis, since 

during the post-assessment there was an error on Microsoft 
Forms where students were not able to select more than one 
answer.  Including or excluding this question in the analysis 
does not change any main results from this study.  To 
assess differences in gains for the learning objectives, 
questions 1-4 were summed for LO1 and questions 6-9 were 
summed for LO2.  
 
2. STEM Identity (Both Pre- and Post-CURE) 
Second, students completed the STEM Professional Identity 
Overlap measure (STEM-PIO-1) (McDonald et al., 2019b).  
STEM-PIO-1 is a single item assessment that quantifies 
STEM identity by asking students how much they feel their 
personal self-perception overlaps with that of a STEM 
professional (McDonald et al., 2019b).  It has been shown 
that this single-item assessment displays convergent, 
discriminant, and criterion validity as well as moderate test-
retest reliability.  Since the data were normally distributed, 
we utilized a parametric paired t-test to compare pre- and 
post- CT-LAB STEM identity 
.  
3. CURE Questionnaire: Attitudes (Both Pre- and Post-
CURE) 
Third, students completed a modified version of the 
Classroom Undergraduate Research Experience (CURE) 
survey, which has unique pre-CURE and post-CURE 
questions.  We omitted questions centered around one’s 
learning style as this was not relevant to the study, and 
focused the pre-CURE questions on scientific attitudes.  We 
used an abbreviated attitudes survey with elements that 
have been shown to factor well with each other (Hoskins et 
al., 2011).  Responses for the positive science attitude 
questions were scored as follows: strongly disagree = 1, 
disagree = 2, neutral = 3, agree = 4, strongly agree = 5.  The 
reverse scores were given to negative science attitude 
questions (e.g., strongly disagree = 5, thus larger negative 
science attitude question scores indicate less negative 
[more favorable] science attitude).  Scores were averaged 
for the positive and negative attitude questions.  For the 
attitudinal data, which were normally distributed, a 
parametric paired t-test was employed to compare scores 
before and after completion of the CT-LAB. 
 
4. CURE Questionnaire: Classroom and Research Skills 
and General CURE Perception (Post-CURE Only) 
The post-CURE questions included outcome measures on 
classroom and research skills as well as students’ general 
perception of the CURE.  These questions assess students’ 
perceived gains in various elements.  The categorization of 
which items are research or classroom skills are based on 
the survey itself and could be up for interpretation as to 
which skills fall into which categorization (Lopatto and 
Jaworski, 2018).  Responses for classroom and research 
measures were scored as follows: no gain or very small gain 
= 1, small gain = 2, moderate gain = 3, large gain = 4, and 
very large gain = 5.  We included an aggregate data set of 
18,062 matched pre/post responses from students at 
multiple institutions between 2015-2018 that is available to 
make comparisons between individual CUREs and national 
benchmarks (Lopatto and Jaworski, 2018).  For the 
outcomes measures between the CURE database and the 
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Table 1.  Comparison of various demographic and COVID-19 related characteristics between non-tasters, tasters, and supertasters.  
 
CT-LAB, we ran multiple t-tests and used a Bonferroni-Holm 
method to correct for multiple comparisons.  General 
perception question responses were coded as follows: 
strongly disagree = -2, disagree = -1, neutral = 0, agree = 
+1, strongly agree = +2.  One-sample t-tests were employed 
to compare general perception of the CT-LAB, with 0 
(neutral) being the hypothetical mean.  
 
5. Smoking, Vaccination, and COVID-19 Questionnaire 
(pre-CURE only) 
Fourth, students completed a brief series of descriptive 
questions about their history of smoking, vaccination status, 
and COVID-19 positivity history.  
 
6. Taste Test and Classification of Non-tasters, Tasters, and 
Supertasters (Pre-CURE Only) 
Lastly, students completed a PTC taste test.  Students first 
took the PTC-saturated taste test followed by the control test 
strip, and then using a visual analog scale similar to those 
used in discriminating between non-tasters, tasters, and 
supertasters (Bartoshuk et al., 2004).  Students chose along 
the visual analog scale either (from bottom to top): not 
detectable, barely detectable, weak, moderate, strong, very 
strong, and strongest imaginable sensation of any kind.  
Responses to the PTC test strip of “very strong” was scored 
as a supertaster, “strong” and “moderate” as “taster”, and 
any score below this as nontaster (Bartoshuk et al., 2004).  
Students were instructed to place the PTC-saturated taste 
strip fully on their tongue for 10 seconds, record their rating 
of the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS), drink water (to cleanse 
the palate of PTC), and then place the control taste strip for 

10 seconds.  Taste strips were disposed into a biohazard 
container.  Due to masking requirements of the course, 
many students were concerned about drinking in class and 
many did not end up drinking water in between the test 
strips.  Thus, we were concerned that there was significant 
carryover effect from tasting the PTC taste strip first, so we 
decided to omit analysis of the control test strip.  The 
rationale for having students taste the PTC strip first was a 
practical one—the company who made them labeled the 
strips as “A” and the control strips as “B”, and since the 
questionnaire had the VAS for “A” appear before “B”, tasting 
the PTC strip first limited possible confusion over which VAS 
to respond to. 
 
RESULTS 
Supertasters and COVID-19 Data 
In our sample of participants, we found that non-tasters 
tended to be the most likely to report a positive SARS-CoV-
2 test result (Table 1) relative to tasters and supertasters.  A 
chi-square test revealed a marginally significant increased 
likelihood in non-tasters relatively to tasters and 
supertasters (X2 (1, N=24) = 3.7, p = .054, due to so few 
supertasters, we elected to combine supertasters and 
tasters together).  Of the nine participants who tested 
positive for SARS-CoV-2, six of them were non-tasters.  
Vaccination status was similarly high across all groups and 
there were no apparent differences in smoking status across 
groups.  
 
Content Test 
Students increased performance on the content assessment 

Characteristic Overall Nontaster Taster Supertaster 

No. (%) 24 10/24 (42%) 10/24 (42%) 4/24 (18%) 

Age (years) mean (SD) 19.34 (.93) 19 (.81) 19.8 (.92) 19 (1) 
 

Sex Differences 
Male 2/24 (8%) 2/10 (20%) 0/10 (0%) 0/4 (0%) 

Female 22/24 (92%) 8/10 (80%) 10 /10 (100%) 4/4 (100%) 
 

COVID-19 positive test differences 
Positive SARS-CoV-2 

test result 
9/24 (38%) 6/10 (60%) 2/10 (20%) 1/4 (25%) 

 
Differences in COVID-19 vaccination status 

Currently vaccinated 21/24 (88%) 8/10 (80%) 9/10 (90%) 4/10 (100%) 

Vaccinated at time of 
getting COVID-19 

4/9 (44%) 3/6 (50%) 1/2 (50%) 0/1 (0%) 

 
Difference in smoker status 

yes 3/24 (13%) 1/10 (10%) 2/10 (20%) 0/4 (0%) 
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after the CT-LAB (Pre: M = 5.02, Post: M = 5.93; t(19) = 4.7, 
p = .002, Figure 1A).  Breaking the data down by learning 
objective, students improved scores on LO1 (Pre: M = 2.45, 
Post: M = 3.18; t(19) = 4.3, p = .0003, Figure 1A, B), but did 
not on LO2 (Pre: M = 2.57, Post: M = 2.75; t(19) = 1.06, p = 
.31).   
 
STEM identity and STEM attitudes 
There were no changes on STEM identity nor positive or 
negative attitudes about science (STEM ID: Pre: M = 4.15, 
Post: M = 4.40; t(19) = 1.42, p = .17; positive attitudes: Pre: 
M = 4.35, Post: M = 4.20; t(19) = 1.94, p = .07;  negative 
attitudes: Pre: M = 4.07, Post: M = 4.11; t(19) = .52, p = .60, 
Figure 1C). 
 
CT-LAB student perception 
Students viewed the CURE activity as being generally well-
received (Figure 1D), with students strongly agreeing that 
“this lab was a good way of learning about the subject 
matter” (content: M = 1.3, t(19) = 12.37, p < .0001), “this lab 
was a good way of learning about the process of scientific 
research” (process: M = 1.15, t(19) = 10.51, p < .0001), and 
“this lab had a positive effect on my interest in science” 
(interest: M = 1.30, t(19) = 10.18, p < .0001).  
 
Comparison of CT-LAB to CURE database 
We also compared outcome data on the CURE survey from 
the CT-LAB to the CURE database on both research (Table 
2) and classroom (Table 3) skills.  There were no instances 
where the CT-LAB outperformed traditional CUREs, but 
there were several instances of at least matching gains for 
specific items (see discussion).  
 
DISCUSSION 
The CT-LAB provided students with a novel scientific 
question with an unknown outcome that the class addressed 
over two class periods.  The CT-LAB meets these two 
traditional requirements of a CURE yet is far shorter than 
typically administered—two class periods compared to a 
semester-long project.  Evaluating which kinds of gains one 
might expect from a CURE of such short duration would 
inform the utility of such CUREs for classes that cannot 
devote the financial resources and time commitments 
required for traditional CUREs.  We found that the CT-LAB 
showed comparable gains on several classroom and 
research skills yet also fell short in some ways when 
comparing to a repository of  traditional CUREs (Lopatto and 
Jaworski, 2018).  In general, if the classroom or research 
skill was engaged during the CT-LAB, then it typically 
showed a comparable score as in traditional CUREs.  In 
contrast, if the classroom or research skill was not engaged 
during the CT-LAB, then it typically showed lower scores 
compared to traditional CUREs. 
     The CT-LAB provided several research skills gains like 
those made by traditional CUREs (Table 2).  Comparable 
gains in items such as “skill in the interpretation or the 
results”, “ability to integrate theory into practice”, 
“understanding how knowledge is constructed”, “readiness 
for more demanding research”, “understanding how 
scientists work on real problems”, “understanding the  

 
Figure 1.  (A) content assessment scores increased after 
completing the CT-LAB (post) relative to before completing the CT-
LAB (pre).  (B) scientific identity and attitudinal scores before and 
after the CURE.  (C) overall student perceptions about how the 
CURE affected their way of learning about subject matter (content), 
the scientific process (process) or their interest in science 
(interest). ** indicates p < .01; **** indicates p < .0001. Error bars 
represent standard error of the mean. 
 
research process in your field”, “understanding scientific 
assertions require supporting evidence”, “ability to analyze 
data and other information”, “understanding science”, and 
“understanding how scientist think” are also in line with the 
major activities of the CT-LAB, where students engaged with 
interpreting existing and novel datasets (Class 2).  Areas 
where the CT-LAB fell short on research skills were typically 
areas that were not key elements of the CURE.  For 
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Table 2.  Comparison of CURE results on research skills from the CT-LAB to the CURE Database (DB).  Items in black indicate no change 
while items in red indicate lower CT-LAB CURE questionnaire scores relative to the CURE DB.   

Item CT-LAB Mean 
(SD) 

CURE DB 
(SD) t-ratio Adjusted 

p-value 
Clarification of a career path 

 
2.10 

 (0.91) 
3.13  

(1.22) 5.05 0.001 

Skill in the interpretation of results 
 

3.35  
(0.74) 

3.7  
(0.98) 2.10 0.98 

Tolerance for obstacles faced in the 
research process 

2.80  
(1.06) 

3.67  
(1.0) 3.68 0.032 

Readiness for more demanding 
research 

2.85 
 (1.18) 

3.59  
(1.04) 2.78 0.23 

Understanding how knowledge is 
constructed 

3.15  
(0.88) 

3.6 
 (1.01) 2.30 0.66 

Understanding of the research 
process in your field 

3.10 
 (0.96) 

3.66 
 (1.06) 2.56 0.36 

Ability to integrate theory and practice 3.00  
(1.02) 

3.61  
(1.01) 2.66 0.31 

Understanding of how scientists work 
on real problems 

3.35 
 (0.81) 

3.75  
(1.00) 2.20 0.81 

Understanding scientific assertions 
require supporting evidence 

3.50 
(1.05) 

3.78  
(1.01) 1.19 1.0 

Ability to analyze data and other 
information 

3.68 
(0.67) 

3.86  
(0.96) 1.34 1.0 

Understanding science 3.26  
(0.99) 

3.77 
 (0.99) 2.29 0.68 

Learning ethical conduct in your field 2.30  
(0.92) 

3.38  
(1.18) 5.23 0.0010 

Learning laboratory techniques 1.75  
(0.91) 

3.86  
(1.05) 10.36 <0.0001 

Confidence in my potential to be a 
teacher of science 

2.30 
 (1.08) 

3.11  
(1.27) 3.35 0.02 

Skill in how to give an effective oral 
presentation 

1.80 
(1.10) 

3.36  
(1.23) 3.74 0.03 

Skill in science writing 2.35  
(1.13) 

3.35  
(1.13) 6.31 <0.0001 

Self-confidence 2.35  
(1.18) 

3.34  
(1.17) 3.74 0.03 

Understanding of how scientists think 3.10  
(0.91) 

3.6  
(1.05) 2.45 0.48 

Learning to work independently 2.65 
(1.03) 

3.48 
 (1.13) 3.57 0.04 

Becoming part of a learning 
community 

2.65 
(1.18) 

3.61 
 (1.09) 3.63 0.04 
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Table 3.  Comparison of CURE results on classroom skills from the CT-LAB to the CURE DB.  Items in black indicate no change, while 
items in red indicate lower scores relative to the CURE DB.   
 
 
 

Item CT-LAB Mean 
(SD) 

CURE DB 
Mean (SD) t-ratio Adjusted 

p-value 

a scripted lab or project in which the 
students know the expected 

outcome 

2.56 
(1.09) 

3.48 
(0.9) 3.12 0.15 

a lab or project in which only the 
instructor knows the outcome 

2.71 
(1.20) 

3.31 
(0.89) 1.85 1.0 

a lab or project where no one knows 
the outcome 

2.92 
(1.21) 

2.48 
(1.09) 1.39 1.0 

at least one project that is assigned 
and structured by the instructor 

2.94 
(1.31) 

3.66 
(0.88) 2.37 0.53 

a project in which students have 
some input 

into the research process and/or 
what is being studied 

3.17 
(0.98) 

2.98 
(1.03) 0.80 1.0 

work individually 3.40 
(0.60) 

3.62 
(1.02) 1.64 1.0 

work as a whole class 2.95 
(1.14) 

3.14 
(1.02) 0.74 1.0 

work in small groups 3.30 
(0.98) 

3.88 
(0.75) 2.65 0.28 

become responsible for a part of the 
project 

2.47 
(1.27) 

3.83 
(0.84) 4.67 0.003 

read primary scientific literature 2.95 
(0.97) 

3.13 
(1.06) 0.82 1.0 

collect data 2.63 
(1.34) 

3.68 
(0.87) 3.40 0.06 

analyze data 3.75 
(0.64) 

3.59 
(0.87) 1.12 1.0 

present results orally 1.79 
(1.12) 

3.15 
(1.04) 4.55 0.010 

present posters 1.46 
(0.88) 

2.9 
(1.11) 5.91 0.001 

critique the work of other students 1.53 
(1.05) 

2.94 
(1.03) 4.81 0.008 

listen to lectures 3.70 
(0.66) 

4.09 
(0.83) 2.65 0.28 

read a textbook 2.61 
(1.38) 

4.07 
(0.81) 4.50 0.006 

work on problem sets 3.13 
(1.30) 

3.88 
(0.9) 2.22 0.78 
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example, items such as “clarification of a career path”, 
“tolerance for obstacles faced in the research process”, 
“learning ethical conduct in my field”, “confidence in my 
potential to be a teacher of science”, “skill in how to give an 
effective oral presentation”, “skill in science writing”, “self-
confidence”, “learning to work independently”, and 
“becoming part of a learning community”.  Comparable 
gains in “skill in science writing”, for example, would not be 
expected given there were no elements of scientific writing 
in the CT-LAB. Students made fewer gains in “laboratory 
techniques” compared to traditional CUREs, which may 
reflect students being participants in, rather than administers 
of, the taste test, and involving a discussion about theories 
of Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) and how they assess taste 
could be a way to elevate this score.  
      The CT-LAB also provided several comparable gains in 
classroom skills (Table 3).  For example, students scored 
similarly to traditional CUREs on “a scripted lab or project in 
which the students know the expected outcome”, “a lab or 
project in which only the instructor knows the outcome”, “a 
lab or project where no one knows the outcome”, “at least 
on project that is assigned and structured by the instructor”, 
“a project in which students have some input into the 
research process and/or what is being studied”.  These 
elements all tie into their experience of the CURE within the 
confines of the classroom.  Similar gains were also made for 
“work individually”, “work as a whole class”, “work on 
problem sets”, “work in small groups”, “listen to lectures”, 
which were all activities that took place during the CURE, 
especially during the discussion during Class 2 and during 
the recorded lecture watched offline prior to Class 1.  The 
CT-LAB made similar gains to traditional CUREs for “read 
primary scientific literature”, “collect data”, and “analyze 
data”.  While students did not read any primary scientific 
literature for the CURE, we surmise that by examining 
original data from prior work, students may have made gains 
through that exercise.  Students also did not directly collect 
data, but they collectively did so as a class, suggesting 
students may perceive gains in a particular item in a more 
indirect manner.  Students did analyze (interpret) data, so it 
is fitting that similar gains were made to traditional CUREs.  
Areas where the CT-LAB underperformed traditional 
CUREs were in “read a textbook”, “critique the work of other 
students”, “present posters”, “present results orally”, and 
“become responsible for a part of the project”.  Students did 
none of these in the CT-LAB, although students could 
perceive taking their taste test as part of the project.  
     The CT-LAB did not provide any gains in STEM identity 
(Figure 1C), suggesting a longer duration CURE may be 
needed.  This null result may be due to the already quite 
high STEM identity score by students in this study.  In the 
present study, the average scores on the STEM identity 
question were 4.1 and 4.4 for before and after the CT-LAB.  
This represents about a 50% overlap between self-identity 
and STEM-professional.  Prior work using this item in the 
context of mini-CUREs showed STEM gains, but the 
average baseline STEM identity score was much lower, 
around 2.7, which improved to 3.3 (Wickham et al., 2021).  
Given that changes in STEM identity are likely not linear 
(e.g., going from 3 to 4 is probably easier than 4 to 5), it is 

possible that a ceiling effect could explain the lack of gain in 
STEM identity.  Students were also primarily in their second 
and third year and it may be that by then students have a 
more crystalized identity, which could make it harder to 
make STEM identity gains. 
     Science attitudes also did not change as a result of the 
CT-LAB (Figure 1C).  Both scores were already quite high 
(greater than 4 out of a possible 5 points), which may reflect 
a ceiling effect in students’ attitudes about sciences, 
especially when many were in their second or third-year and 
most of the students were in the sciences.  Alternatively, it 
is possible that attitudinal changes require a longer time to 
change (e.g., weeks and months), and the CT-LAB may 
have occurred over too short a period (five calendar days, 
two class periods) to see a meaningful change.  
     The CT-LAB increased student mastery of the content 
material (Figure 1A) and was perceived as helpful for 
learning of the content and the scientific process as well as 
increasing interest in science (Figure 1D).  Student gains on 
the content test were highest for LO1, which centered 
around connecting ideas between taste and immune 
function and were smaller for LO2.  This suggests that the 
CT-LAB in its present form is better suited for content 
mastery-specific gains relative to a larger application of the 
content to ideas beyond the course, such as public policy.  
It is also possible that the questions for LO2 were not 
sensitive enough to detect changes in performance, which 
is evidenced in part that students made perceived gains 
from the CURE measurements on items that are highly 
relevant to analyzing and applying data.  Alternatively, it is 
possible that the CT-LAB improved only self-perception of 
their skill in these areas.  
     Importantly, the content assessment questions hereinare 
not meant to be prescriptive, and of course can be modified 
as the instructor best sees fit.  Refinements to content 
assessment questions for LO2, perhaps with more 
opportunity to interpret data and apply it to pandemic 
response strategies, could make it easier to observe a 
clearer performance increase.  Moreover, increasing the 
number of questions assessing student performance on the 
LO2 (from four to perhaps six), could provide better 
sensitivity.  The LO2 questions were higher level questions, 
so it may not be surprising that gains were the smallest in 
this domain.  Moreover, LO1 was assessed through multiple 
choice and answer questions, whereas LO2 was assessed 
with a mix of multiple choice/answer and written answer 
questions, so it could be that the questions in LO2 were 
simply harder to answer and make requisite gains.  It is also 
possible that some adjustments to the CT-LAB itself could 
improve mastery for LO2.  While most of Class 2 was spent 
discussing the collected dataset on taste and susceptibility 
to COVID-19, students may have not made the link about 
COVID-19, taste status, and smoking (Q9, Supplementary 
Material 1) nor about why knowing someone’s taste status 
would be helpful from a risk management perspective (Q8, 
Supplementary Material 1).  These questions were 
addressed on the end of the discussion handout in class 
(Supplementary Material 2) and it is possible that students 
did not have time to fully address these questions.  
Alternatively, having a more extensive class discussion on 
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the Barham et al. (2021) paper may help improve mastery 
for LO2.  While the methods (i.e., description of the 
prospective cohort study, demonstration and interpretation 
of the Taste Strip Test) and data (i.e., Table 1 - Classification 
of Participants) were discussed in moderate detail, time 
constraints did not allow for a rigorous discussion of all the 
data within the Barham et al. (2021) work (i.e., Figure 2 - 
Symptom Duration Among Taster Groups of Patients 
Positive for SARS-CoV-2, Table 2 Clinical Features and 
Comorbidities of Patients With Positive SARS-CoV-2 Test 
Result). Given the time constraints intrinsic to the CT-LAB, 
an alternate solution might be to provide additional videos or 
resources that the students could review outside of class.  
Such modifications could improve the ability for students to 
make the links addressed in Q8 and Q9 and increase the 
efficacy of this mini-CURE. 
     Depending on the prerequisites completed by the 
students and the goals an instructor has for their course, a 
mini-CURE could be expanded to allow time for the students 
to read the primary paper, perform statistical analyses, and 
briefly write up on their own data.  These activities could 
serve as valuable opportunities for students to have deeper 
and more prolonged engagement with the foundational 
material of a mini-CURE, especially if those students have 
the appropriate background preparation.  For example, in 
the CT-LAB, if students had substantial experience reading 
primary literature and previous coursework in statistics, 
immunology, and epidemiology, they would be adequately 
prepared to complete these more advanced activities.  
Unfortunately, the students in the CT-LAB had minimal 
experience with primary papers and had not likely taken any 
prior classes in statistics, immunology, or epidemiology.  
Thus, while these extension opportunities were not 
appropriate to be included in the initial version of this mini-
CURE, they may be easily integrated into the CT-LAB if it is 
implemented in a class with more advanced students.  
     For our research question, we found that there was a 
higher frequency of previous COVID-19 infection in non-
tasters compared to tasters and supertasters, although this 
barely evaded statistical significance (Table 1).  We also 
assessed whether there were differences in smoking or 
vaccination status, but there were no differences between 
the three groups.  Both actors could be intervening 
variables.  Since vaccination can prevent infection, we 
wanted to make sure there were comparable vaccination 
levels across the three groups.  Moreover, smoking is a risk 
factor for respiratory infection and typically non-tasters are 
more likely to smoke.  We wanted to avoid the possible 
confound that non-tasters had higher COVID-19 infection 
frequency because they were more likely to smoke.  This 
was not the case.  Taken together, we show that this 
relationship between COVID-19 susceptibility and taster 
status is similar as reports in hospital settings, with much 
older and vulnerable populations (Barham et al., 2021) 
     In addition to showing that college-age students show a 
similar relationship between taste status and COVID-19 
susceptibility to infection—a novel finding— we also show 
that mini- CUREs (such as the CT-LAB) can improve content  
mastery and classroom and research skills, in line with 
previous work (Wickham et al., 2021).  Mini-CUREs more 

broadly help promote science education inclusiveness by 
making it easier for institutions, especially those without high 
levels of funding, to implement authentic scientific inquiry in 
coursework.  This mini-CURE is very straightforward to 
introduce into a lecture-based course, eliminating the need 
to staff a laboratory section, and could be implemented for 
less than fifty cents (U.S.) per student, which is 40-400-fold 
less expensive than other available CUREs in the life 
sciences (Rowland et al., 2012; Auchincloss et al., 2014; 
Harvey et al., 2014).  This CURE could be expanded upon 
in higher-level courses as well by introducing and discussing 
psychophysical approaches to measuring taste, or could 
further explore the various TS2R38 haplotypes and taste 
responses (Bufe et al., 2005; Risso et al., 2016).  Finally, 
this CURE could easily be modified to be delivered fully 
remotely if not completely asynchronously, with some 
additional instructional materials for students.  Future 
studies exploring mini- CUREs across a broad range of life 
science topics will be a vital next step in diversifying the 
content offerings available to instructors and encourage the 
successful implementation of this pedagogical strategy in 
college classrooms across a wide range of disciplines.  
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